A comparative study of five super-storms (D st <−300 nT) of the current solar cycle after the launch of SoHO, to identify solar and interplanetary variables that influence the magnitude of resulting geomagnetic storms, is described. Amongst solar variables, the initial speed of a CME is considered the most reliable predictor of the strength of the associated geomagnetic storm because fast mass ejections are responsible for building up the ram pressure at the Earth's magnetosphere. However, although most of the super-storms studied were associated with high speed CMEs, the D st index of the resulting geomagnetic storms varied between −300 to −472 nT. The most intense storm of 20 November 2003, (D st ∼−472 nT) had its source in a comparatively smaller active region and was associated with a relatively weaker, M-class flare while all other super-storms had their origins in large active regions and were associated with strong X-class flares. However, this superstorm did not show any associated extraordinary solar and interplanetary characteristics. The study also reveals the challenge in the reliable prediction of the magnitude of a geomagnetic storm from solar and interplanetary variables.
Introduction
Previous space weather studies have promoted our understanding of the major factors that produce strong geomagnetic storms at the Earth. We now know that CMEs are the major causes of geomagnetic activity at the Earth (Feynman and Gabriel, 2000; Plunkett et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2003; Vilmer et al., 2003; Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan, 2004) . Intense geomagnetic activity can also occur due to fast streams originating from coronal holes (Klein and Burlaga, 1982; Sheeley et al., 1976) . These studCorrespondence to: N. Srivastava (nandita@prl.ernet.in) ies have also helped in the identification of various solar and interplanetary characteristics of major geomagnetic storms. Several studies of interplanetary sources of the geomagnetic activity show that the solar wind speed and southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) are important variables in predicting the geo-effectiveness of a CME Richardson et al., 2000) . Predicting the space weather involves the prediction of a) the time of arrival of the CME at the Earth and b) the magnitude of the resulting geomagnetic storm. The present prediction scheme of the magnitude of the resulting geomagnetic storms is generally reliable and depends on measured interplanetary characteristics namely the solar wind velocity and the southward component of the IMF (B z ). The prediction of the D st index, which is a measure of the geomagnetic activity, is done in real time by various groups (O'Brien and McPherron, 2000; Feldstein, 1992; Fenrich, 1998) , on the basis of inputs from the original formula of Burton et al. (1975) . However, the solar properties that influence the interplanetary properties have not been widely investigated in detail. Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan (2004) recently attempted to identify solar variables that control interplanetary variables responsible for producing major geomagnetic storms. Their results show that fast full-halo CMEs associated with strong flares and originating close to the central meridian and low and middle latitudes are potentially favourable candidates for producing strong ram pressure at the Earth's magnetosphere. They found out that the initial speeds tend to influence the solar wind speed measured close to the Earth and, hence, the ram pressure. The initial speeds also tend to influence the arrival time of the CMEs at the Earth. The results of the attempts to estimate the arrival time of CMEs at the Earth vary. For example, Cane et al. (2000) and Gopalswamy et al. (2000 Gopalswamy et al. ( , 2001a Gopalswamy et al. ( , 2001b proposed an empirical model to predict the arrival time of CMEs at the earth, but obtained different results. Some authors estimate the arrival time based on identifiable ejecta while others estimate the same based on storm characteristics, for example, the start of the K p or the D st indices. Other relations for estimating the arrival time based on the CME initial speeds have also been derived by statistical analyses of geo-effective events (Wang et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2003; Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan, 2004) . Recently, Schwenn et al. (2005) obtained a relation of the travel time of the CMEs and the expansion speeds of the CMEs. The expansion speed is the speed measured across the full CME in the direction perpendicular to the direction of the radial speed. The radial speed is deduced from the measured expansion speeds of the CMEs.
The following section describes the super-storms (D st <−300 nT) of the current solar cycle and their source CMEs. In fact, the present study was motivated by the severe geomagnetic storms of October−November 2003, all leading to a D st index (<−300 nT). For sake of completion, events of similar magnitude recorded after the launch of SoHO, were also included and a comparative study was made. These events are not only severe but also rare and extremely important from the space weather prediction perspective. Some unresolved problems in the prediction of super-storms are also highlighted.
Observations
In the current solar cycle, five super-storms (D st <−300 nT) were recorded. Each had its source in a coronal mass ejection, as recorded by LASCO coronagraphs (Brueckner et al., 1995) , originating from large active regions on the solar surface. The details of the solar observations and the associated interplanetary and geomagnetic activity of these events are described below:
1. 15 July 2000 (D st ∼−300 nT): The geomagnetic storm of 15 July was associated with a full halo CME recorded on 14 July 2000. The CME, which is also known as the "Bastille day" event, was first recorded in LASCO-C2 images at 10:54 UT as a bright front extending all around the occulting disk. The approximate plane-ofsky speed of the CME was 1775 km s −1 at position angle 262 • . The source of this CME was identified in the images recorded in 195Å by the EIT telescope (Delaboudiniere et al., 1995) as a flare in the NOAA AR 9077. The flare was associated with an EIT wave originating at 10:12 UT near the disk center at location N17E01. An EIT wave is known as a coronal disturbance, typically appearing as a bright rim, and is observed to propagate across the Sun. Biesecker et al. (2002) showed that EIT waves are strongly correlated with coronal mass ejections. All EIT waves have associated CMEs. But the converse is not true. In fact, Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan (2004) showed that 74% of strong flare-associated geo-effective CMEs are associated with EIT waves, thus making it an important observable signature of a geo-effective CME. Concurrent with this flare, an X5.7 class flare was reported by the GOES X-ray satellite, starting at 10:03 UT. In optical wavelengths, a 3B flare was reported. For further details of this CME, the reader is referred to Solar Physics, 204, 1 and 2, 2001.
31 March 2001 (D
The CME of 29 March 2001 was observed as a full halo by LASCO coronagraphs. It had an initial plane-of-sky speed of ∼900 km s −1 . The transit time of this CME from the Sun to the Earth was approximately ∼37 h. The source of the CME has been identified as an X1.7 flare recorded by GOES. This flare was observed between 09:57 and 10:32 UT, with a peak emission at 10:15 UT in EIT images. The intensity of the flare in H α was 1N and therefore did not appear exceptional. However, the source active region NOAA AR9393 of this flare/CME was one of the largest groups of sunspots observed in the present cycle. It became a sizable group of more than 50 sunspots at the time of its maximum development, occupying a total area of 2440 millionths of the solar disk, and a latitudinal extent of 19 heliographic degrees. The region was very complex, with a beta-gamma-delta (BGD) configuration. Further details of this event can be found in Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan (2002) . flare at 10:09 UT in the eastern part of the same active region were recorded. The CME was first observed in the LASCO-C2 images at 10:54 UT as a bright loop front over the west limb; by 11:30 UT, the front had developed into a full halo CME, very bright all around the occulting disk. In LASCO-C3, a full halo CME was recorded at 11:42 UT. The height-time profile of the CME indicates that it had a mean plane-of-sky speed of 2125 km s −1 . The geomagnetic storm associated with this CME occurred at the Earth on 29 October in a record time of 19 h, making it the second fastest CME amongst the CMEs, which gave rise to a strong geomagnetic storm (the fastest was the famous 1 September 1859 CME, which arrived in approximately 17 h (Tsurutani et al., 2003) ). The source region of this CME was the active region NOAA AR10486 which appeared at the eastern limb on 23 October. This group quickly grew to become the largest AR of the current solar cycle (measuring more than 0.25% of the solar disk) and produced several large flares during its disk passage.
4. 30 October 2003 (D st ∼−400 nT): LASCO and EIT observed a full halo CME on 29 October 2003. The event was first observed in C2 at 20:54 UT as a bright loop front over the south pole. At 21:08 UT the leading front developed into a full halo CME, very bright all around the occulting disk. In LASCO-C3 images, the front first appeared as a full halo CME at 21:19 UT. The mean plane-of-sky speed for this event was 1948 km s −1 at position angle 90 • , with evidence of strong deceleration. A severe geomagnetic storm associated with this CME was observed on 30 October 2003 which reached its maximum intensity at around 23:00 h. The CME was associated with an X11 flare recorded in EIT images between 20:33 and 21:36 UT, in the NOAA AR 10501 centered at S18W06, with peak emission in the GOES X-ray flux at 20:48 UT. A very large EIT wave and dimming were also observed to be associated with this event.
20 November 2003 (D st ∼−472 nT):
The unusual super-storm: A faint full halo CME was observed on 18 November 2003 after an M3.2 long duration flare in the region NOAA AR 10501 at 07:52 UT. A faster and brighter halo CME was observed in LASCO images following an M3.9 long duration flare in the same region at 08:31 UT. Concurrent with the first flare, a wide faint loop front was recorded in LASCO-C2 images at 08:06 UT. At 08:50 UT a second and much brighter front appeared spanning 160 • from the SE to NW, having fainter extensions to the north pole. The bright front first appeared in C3 images in the south at 08:42 UT and developed to a full halo CME by 09:18 UT. The mean plane-of-sky speed of this CME was measured approximately to be 1175 km s −1 at PA 177 • , with possible evidence of slight acceleration. The CME was probably associated with complex activity in and around AR 10 501 between 07:36-09:00 UT. EIT observed two flares between 07:36-08:00 UT and between 08:12-09:00 UT. The first flare, was centered at N03E18 (Fig. 2 ) and the second towards the south and west. Additionally, a filament channel to the south and west of the active region was activated following the first flare which subsequently erupted. Both EIT wave and dimming were observed in association with this event. On 20 November, when the CME arrived at the Earth, the most intense geomagnetic storm of the current solar cycle (D st ∼−472 nT) occurred.
All of the CMEs described above were initiated with very high initial speeds, as measured in the LASCO coronagraph field of view. They produced strong interplanetary shocks and finally resulted in huge geomagnetic storms. The arrival times at the Earth varied for each event. For example, while the 29 March 2001 CME arrived at the Earth in 37 h, the 28 October 2003 event arrived in approximately 19 h. The latter started with a high initial plane-of-sky speed of 2125 km s −1 and underwent little deceleration. The other started off with 1600 km s −1 but underwent considerable deceleration. This shows that the prediction of the arrival time at the Earth is fraught with uncertainty and errors because of the lack of complete information on the mode of CMEs propagation in the interplanetary medium. The uncertainty is further compounded by incomplete information on the deceleration of CMEs. Although each CME studied in this paper had similarly a large ram pressure and a large southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field, the strengths of the resulting storm were different. In particular, the CME the five super-storms described above, in order to identify the possible factors that influence the magnitude of a geomagnetic storm.
Solar sources of super-storms
With the exception of the 18 November 2003 event, which originated in a small active region and was associated with M-class flare, all other events had their origins in large active regions and were associated with strong X-class flares. The former was the source of the strongest super-storm (D st ∼−472 nT). The magnetic field of all of the active regions range between 3000-3500 G. The tabulated values of magnetic field strength have been obtained from the Mt. Wilson sunspot data monthly reports. Thus, the magnetic field strengths and the sizes of source active regions were large, which implies that a large amount of magnetic energy was available for the occurrence of flares. This follows from the theoretical calculations by Low (1985) . The magnetic class of these active regions indicated that the active regions were complex, being potential regions for producing major flares. As can be noticed from Table 2 , the location and size of active regions appear to play important roles in producing strong geo-effective events. The active region AR9393 of March 2001, is one of the largest groups of sunspots ever observed and is the largest of the present cycle to date (Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan, 2002 with the super-storms. The source CMEs were observed as full halos in the LASCO field of view. These halo CMEs were fast; the measured initial speeds from LASCO images for all the events were found to be greater than 1600 km s −1 . These source regions were located close to the center of the Sun, which provided a good link with the Earth. Venkatakrishnan and Ravindra (2003) show that the velocity (V) of a CME is directly related to the magnetic energy (E) of the associated active region: log 10 V = −12.4 + 0.48 log 10 E.
This relation is based on the assumption that the entire energy available in an active region goes into driving the CME. Using Eq. (1) we found that the magnetic energies associated with the events studied in this paper are of the order of 10 32 ergs (last column in Table 1 ). Burton et al. (1975) have shown that the geo-effectiveness of solar wind depends upon its speed and the embedded southward magnetic field. Furthermore, Gonzalez et al. (1994) found that strong geomagnetic storms (D st <−100 nT) could be attributed to interplanetary structures with intense long duration and southward magnetic fields (B z ) which interconnect with the Earth's magnetic field and allow solar wind energy transport into the Earth's magnetosphere. To understand the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling mechanism, it is therefore important to calculate the VB z parameter. Amongst several characteristic features, for example, southward B z , duration, wind speed and density, Chen et al. (1996) chose the duration and the magnitude of B z as important quantities for predicting geo-effectiveness. In Table 3 the IP characteristics of the super-storms studied in this paper are listed. We found that each super-storm is preceded by an interplanetary shock, which indicates increased ram pressure and, therefore, sudden compression of the Earth's magnetosphere (Gonzalez et al., 1999) . This leads to a positive jump in the D st value, indicating the arrival of the shock and thereby causing a storm sudden commencement or SSC. Therefore, ram pressure, which is proportional to nV 2 (where n is the proton density, and V the solar wind speed) at 1 AU, is an important quantity for estimating the strength of the impact of an IP shock on the magnetosphere. However, we find that the shock speed has no bearing on the magnitude of the resulting geomagnetic storm. This is consistent with the earlier findings of Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan (2004) . We calculated the ram pressure at L1 for each of the geo-effective events and found that the ram pressure value is high (of the order of 10 −7 dynes cm −2 ) for all the events. Since high ram pressure is a good indicator of severe geomagnetic activity, it can be used as a predictor of the occurrence of strong storms (Table 3 ). In the present study, the strengths of the geomagnetic storms vary for the individual geo-effective CMEs. This is suggested by D st index values which vary from −300 nT to −472 nT (Table 4 ). The average duration of the storms is approximately 7 h. Each of the storms was accompanied by a sudden storm commencement, with the exception of the 30 October 2003 event, as reported in the Solar Geophysical data. From this study, we found that the magnitude of the resulting geomagnetic storm not only depends upon the interplanetary-magnetospheric coupling parameter VB z but also on the duration of B z given by T B z . The higher the value of VB z T B z , the higher the strength is of the geomagnetic storm (Fig. 3) . A strong correlation coefficient of 0.9 suggests that the two quantities are highly correlated. This confirms the earlier result of Chen et al. (1997) , who concluded that the strength of a geomagnetic storm not only depends upon the magnitude of VB z in the interplanetary medium but also on the duration of the southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field.
Interplanetary and geomagnetic activity

The prediction of arrival time
The forecasting of super-storms involves an accurate prediction of the arrival time of the CME at the Earth and the strength of the resulting storm. The arrival time of a CME has been defined in this study as the difference in the start time of the CME, as observed in EIT images, and start time of the geomagnetic activity at the Earth. The method of obtaining the start times of the CMEs and the geomagnetic storms (including the errors) have been discussed in Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan (2004) , who studied 64 CMEs that led to major geomagnetic storms (D st <−100 nT) during 1996-2002 and obtained the following relation between the transit time and the initial speed using regression analysis
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The above regression formula was applied to predict the arrival times of the super-storms in the present study, which are tabulated in Table 4 . It was found that the actual arrival time of the geo-effective CMEs studied in this paper are generally smaller than the predicted arrival times and there is approximately a 20% error in predicting the arrival times of the CMEs. This may be due to several reasons:
1. Statistical analysis of fast CMEs may not be robust because they occur less frequently. Therefore, the empirical relation derived by Srivastava and Venkatakrishnan (2004) may not always hold good, in particular, for extreme events;
2. The amount of deceleration given by the empirical formula may be larger than the deceleration a CME actually undergoes as it travels outward in the interplanetary medium;
3. The interaction of a geo-effective CME with the ambient solar wind or with another CME as it propagates towards the Earth may affect the time of arrival. Such may be the case for the 29 October 2003 event which was preceded by another strong geo-effective event on 28 October 2003.
Conclusions
Four of the five geomagnetic super-storms studied in this paper were associated with flares originating from large magnetic active regions located close to the central meridian and at low latitudes. Although the speed of the 18 November 2003 CME was quite small, the resulting storm of 20 November 2003 possibly owes its large magnitude to the long duration for which the B z component remained southward.
Our analysis leads to the following conclusions:
1. If the source active region of a CME is large in area, it posseses a large amount of magnetic energy. The larger the magnetic energy available, the higher the speed is of the ensuing CME which causes higher ram pressure of the solar wind on the magnetosphere and consequently, higher compression of the southward component of the IMF (B z ). However, it does not imply that if the area is smaller, then the ensuing CME cannot be strongly geoeffective. As the 18 November 2003 event shows, such CMEs arrive without prior warning and therefore the magnitude of the resulting geomagnetic storms are difficult to predict;
2. The strength of a geomagnetic storm not only depends on the interplanetary-magnetospheric coupling parameter VB z but also on the duration of B z . The higher the value of VB z T B z , the higher the strength will be of the geomagnetic storm;
3. The prediction of the arrival time of the CMEs, in particular for the extreme events, is difficult because the derived empirical relation may not always hold good, especially for rare events, like the events studied in this paper. Also, the empirical relation does not take into account the interaction of the CME with another or with the solar wind, due to which errors involved in the estimation of the arrival time are large.
